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Lick's comments draw mixed reactions
111- t
1 1)
game by Doug V anderwebsic
Jolla Gallant selmen regionals gaialiens ea front of the
Memorial Wan *Nerds, remains Oak licks commeets
on black addallm.
by John Holyoke
and Doug Kesseli
Staff Writers
Reactions to University of
Maine President Dale Lick's
comments about black athletes
at the General Student Senates
Tuesday meeting have been mix-
ed, ranging from outrage to
understanding.
In an open forum designed to
address student concerns, Lick
said black athletes are "natural-
ly better" in some sportthan
whites are.
Student Government Presi-
dent John Gallant, whose ques-
tion prompted Lick's response,
Two teenagers attempt
hijack to United States
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP)
— Two Czechoslovak teen-agers shot .
their way onto a jetliner Wednesday in
Prague and ordered -711:0o the United
States, but the crew convinced them it
couldn't fly that far and they gave up in
Frankfurt.
They surrendered when America,
military would not let them enter do
ALS. Air Force base adjacent' to
Frankfurt's commercial airport.
Police said no one was hurt and the
incident ended peacefully less than three
\zhours after its violent start in the\Czechoslovak capital, where nearly-allgers were freed.
Witnesses at Ruzyne Airport in
said the teen-agers took a woman
hostage, crashed through a glass wall of_
the VIP lounge, fired several shots and
threatened a stewardess.
About 100 people were reported to ba
on Ibpolev-154 of the Hungarian airline
Maley when the hijackers, aged 15 and
16, seized it about 10 a.m.
Oswald Neumann, a Frankfurt police
spokesman, said passengers reported
that one youth fired a "warning shot" •
out the door of the plane before takeoff
that "was not aimed at anyone ... • ent
into the air. "
Official Hungarian and Czechoslovak
news agencies gave the ag= of the hi-
jackers and said they initially demand-
ed to be flown to the United States.
The Hungarian agency MTI said La-
jos Taba, Hungarian consul general in
Prague, boarded the aircraft and
negotiated the release of 82 passengers,
including all women and children,
trading himself for them.
Taba was among the 11 passengers
when the plane landed in Frankfurt.
There was also a crew of four. ....
MTI said Hungarian authorities were
•
in touch with West German secunty of-
.ficials and were considering an extradi-
tion request.
Hans Neitzel, chief spokesman for the
Frankfurt police, said he did not know
the hijackers' motives.
"They said they wanted to go to
America, but why they wanted to go,
whether they have relatives there or
what, we don't know," he said.
"Maybe it was just youthful adven-
ture_ "
He said they were being held for hi-
jacking, but "whether they will be ex-
tradited will be decided through
dinlomatic channels, " 
'Maybe it was just
youthful adventure'-
_ 
 Hans Neitzel
ungaryes news agency anCTlC, the
official Czechoslovak agency, said the
flight crew convinced the young hi_
jackets the plane could not cross the
ocean and they then demanded to be
taken to  Barcelona, Spain.
After entering West German airspace,
however, the )ouths told the pilot to land
at Frankfurt because they wanted to deal
with the Americans at nearby military
facilities, said Har.s-Ulrich Ohl, head of
the federal flight safety office in
Frank fun.
U.S. military authorities refused to
allow the Hungarian jet onto Rhein-
Main An- Base. Roland Desch, a police
investigator, said a military truck was
driven onto the taxiway to prevent them
from entering the base. .
said at a press conference
Wednesday that Lick's
statements were inappropriate
and detrimental to minorities
who play sports, and lead to
minority students being con-
sidered only for their athletic
ability.
(See related sforleS page 3)
Former soccer team captain
Ben Spike said he found Lick's
comments "absolutely unaccep-
table'
"It's outdated and disgusting
that our president had ---
.
something like that to say."
Spike said.
"He's supposed to be a man
of relative intelligence, and
anyone with relative intelligence
would know better than to say
something like that."
.Not everyone condemned
Lick for his remarks.
"The question wasn't fair to
him," said basketball player ,
Coco Barry. "It was asked to get
him in trouble. He was just say-
ing what he read!' -
"John Gallant's question sas
unfair, and I really question his
motives. I'm really sorry I voted
for him."
_
(see LICK-pose 12w'
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The proposal drip et die am sladsol maim
GSS plans referendum
on new student center
by Jonathan Bach
r - Staff Writer
Provisions were made by' the
General Student Senate Tbesday to
put to referendum a plan for the con
struction of a student center.
The GSS unanimously passed a
resolution sponsored by Mike Scott,
an off-campus senator, that allows for
the implementation of a fee, called
the New Student Center Construction
Fee, if students pass the referendum.
T.J. Ackermann, vice president of
student government, said the referen-
dum will be held "as soon as possi-
ble."
If students pass the referendum,
the fee will be implemented in three
stages: $20 per semester per student
for the first year; $30 per semester for
the second year; and a fee not to ex-
ceed $50 per semester until the con-
struction cost is completed. ,
Money raised from the fee would
be used solely for the construction of
the center, which would cost between$12 million and $15 million.
Although a conceptual plan has
been developed, Scott said students
will be the ultimate decision
-makes
to determine the building's!
"The whole process of deddlag
what's in there will take time,"
Scott said. "We're looking for student
input."
Scott will distribute 5,000 copies of
the conceptual plan nest week.
"I think if students gat the pro- -
posal, (the referendum) will pass,"
he said.
According to the student senate
proposal submitted to the GSS, the
fee would not be an administrative
fee. It would be used to directly
benefit the student body.
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These Seniors have already taken The Challenge:
Lisa Baily
Janis Broadbent
Barbara Constanine
Rosa lee Kay Cousins
Miranda Davy
Tammy Fitch
Michelle Gerson
Wendy Gulliver
Cheryl Holmes
John Kachmar
Lauren Lunny
Julie McConnell
Heather Newman
Kirsten Schulze
Sarah Simmonds
Peggi Smith
Jodi Tedford
Jeffrey Zachau
These Seniors realize the importance of providing support
for the growth and development of the University of Mai
Show your class spirit and pride through Senior Challenge
the five-year PLEDGE sponsored by The Class of '89 and General
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Te_A A Semi-Final Action
Maine vs. Minnesota
Friday, March-31
GAME TIXEN 8:30 p.m.
COACZNII MEOW: 8:15 p.m.
jX ItitAt 
Championship Game: Saturday April I
(same times)
jr Thrf 
Consolation Game: Same day
Time: To be announced.
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News Briefs
Wes* testifies at North's trial
WASHINGTON (AP) Former
Attorney General Edwin Meese Ill
acknowledged Wednesday that after
twice urging Oliver North to tell the
truth. North withheld critical details
about the diversion of Iran arms sale
money to the Contra rebels in
Nicaragua.
Testifying at North's trial on- t2-
felony charges. Mese was asked by
prosecutor JoherIKeker whether the
White House national security aide
had mentioned the involvement of
arms dealers Richard Secord or
Albert Hakim in the diversion.
"No sir," Meese replied when
asked about Secord, then Hakim.
Swiss-based attorney Willard Zucker.
who worked for Hakim and Secord.
ex-attorney general also said
Ima
North hadn't mentioned how the
price of the arms sold to Iran had
been marked up 270 percent, with
some the excess going to the Contras.
Meese said he told North he hadn't
mentioned how the price of the arms
sold to Iran had been marked up 2'0
percent. with some the excess going
the Contras.
Meese said he told North he
shouldn't conceal anything both at
the beginning ot the interview and
just before disclosing that he knew of
the diversion plan from a memo
North prepared.
Keker's questioning followed
testimony liiesclay in which Meese
agreed with defense attorney Brendan
Sullivan that the Nov. 23, 1986, inter-
view was more like a "chat" between
"co-workers'
of the Brussels Mosque killed
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — The
Imam of the Brussels Mosque and his
aide were shot and killed Wednesday,
police said. The attack followed
threats on the Moslem leader pro
mpted by his comments about
Sidman Rushdie and his book "The
Satanic Verses."
Killed were Imam Abdullah Ahdal,
a 36-yeitcfSaudi, and his aide,
Salem Behir, 40, of Tunisia. Behir
oversees the mosque's social service
and library.
No arrests were made and there was
no claim of responsibility for the
killings_
-A pobcc-opoloesprios said both
iicreiboii the head about 6:30
itr\
p_rriin Ahdars office inside the mai
que, which is a park near the Euro-
pean Community's headquarters
The officer who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity, said the imam
received threats after he made a state-
ment on Belgium television tele% ision
about Rushd:e, whose novel is con-
sidered blasphemous by many
Moslems.
A television reporter said the sta-
tion received angry telephone calls
after Ahdal's Feb. 20 appearance.
Callers said Pus remarks had been im-
properly transplanted from Arabic
Although Ahdal's remarks were
considered moderate, the reporter
said he had condemned the Britiih
author's book
Laws against drug trafficking unveiled
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) =-
Democratic leaders Wednesday
unwilt a rtar k a or. of !errs: I ‘r vstt to
toughen state laws against drug traf-
ficking and attack the "cancer in our
society" that is caused by drug use.
The eight-part package includes
bolls to boost penalties for major drug
dealers, particularly cocaine dealers,
and to reduce the quantities of c'.-
caine heroin that are necessary to
sustain trafficking charges.
About three dozen legislators lin-
- -ad up on the stairway in the State
House Hall of Flags this morning as
Attorney General James E. Tiertey,
House Speaker John L. Martin and
Senate President Charles R Peay_
outlined the packaae.
"Drugs are a cancer in our socic-
ty,*- said Tierney. "They cat assier_,
and destroy the basic fabric of who
at aft. They destroy an individuals
sense of self-worth."
"There is no MOM serious threat to
our society than the insidious effects
of illicit drugs and the hidden
economy that is fueled by the profits
of drug trafficking," said Martin,
D
-Eagle Lake.
A hearing on one of the bills, pro-
posing harsher penalties for those
who use weapons in the commission
of drug of fenseswas scheduled to be
held this afternoon before the
Judiciary Committee. Portland pubc
Chief Michael Chitwood planned to
bring along a collection of weapons
seized m drug raids, including an
-assault rifle and a sawed-off shotgun.
to dramatize the problem.
Lobstermen angry over Busilftlts
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP)
— Lobsterrnen angry that some of
their traps have been destroyed by
boats guarding President Bush's sum-
mer home said Wednesday things may
get worse as the Secret Service impos-
ed additional regulations.
"We hated to see him come. It was
a nice place before," lobsterman
Chip Zeiner said as he and other
fishermen prepared to meet Wednes-
day night with the Secret Service and
the Coast Guard to discuss new
ground rules for operating near the
Bush compound at Walker's Point
Some lobstermen said they lost
hundreds of dollars worth of lobster
traps in February, when the Bushes
were in town and the waters off Ken-
nebunkport were heavily patrolled hs
the Coast Guard
&liver said the Coast Guard failed
to equip one large boat with "cages"
that would allow it to pass over the
lobster pots without harming them.
"We all have cages, out of respect
for each other," Zeiner said as
several lobstermen finished loading
some bait on a downtown wharf.
'
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Lick says statements based on fact
Lick apologizes for
comments, defends
his research claims
by Doug Vanderwelik
Staff Writer
President Dale Lick said he was offer-
ing what he thought was "legitimate
research in response to a legitimate ques-
tion" when he made comments about
black athletes at Thesday's General Stu-
dent Senate meeting.
"It was not a value judgment or
anything eise," Lick said. -To anyone
that I've offended, I apologize."
Lick said he regrets that his statements
were "misinterpreted."
"I thought my responsa „in a very
honest way." he said.
Lick said Douglas Leavitt, a former
dean of health, physical education,
recreation and nursing at Georgia
Southern College, gave him the research
information he cited.
"(My statements) were not modal&
be pro- or con- black people, der.
rogatory or discriminatory, it was must
to say .:. 'That's what the mend'
says," Lick said.
"I was not adding any value, saying
that was good or bad, it's just my
understanding that's what the research
says."
Lick pointed to what he called "an ex-
cellent record" on minority issues at
both UMaine and Georia Southern,
where he was also president.
"Those around me know that one of
the things I talk about at great length is
1-I
• --
a committment to the worth of people:
all people," he said.
"Black, white, young, old, handicap-
ped, unhandicapped ... all people have
worth, and we need to treat them with
respect."
Lick said he announced at a recent
press conference that he would be
creating 20 new non-athletic minority
scholarships.
"(We'll add) 20 more this coming fall
and 20 more for the following year.
We hope to go through another doubl-
ing after that," he said.
Lick also said he has hired a minority
recruiter to try and bring more minori-
ty students to campus, including
"atheletes, musicians. and just
students."
Lick said his attempts to recruit
minority students weren't just limited to
blacks, but also Native Americans and
Franco-Americans.
"Al Georgia Southern, the track
record is much longer," Lick said.
"ThiNik WO Went from a relatively low
percentase of our students being black
to a rather substantial percentage.
"I went from two (black) faculty
members to (about) 40 faculty members
from when I went there to now," he
said.
Lick said the comparison of his
statements to the statements made by
Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder were "very,
very different" from his comments.
"If you go back, and look at his com-
ments...1 think you'll find there's a world
of difference," Lick said.
Former GSC dean
explains President
Lick's reasoning
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
A former dean at Georgia Southern
College, backing comments made by
University of Maine President Dale Lick
Tuesday night, said blacks do have the
ability to perform better in certain
sports.
Douglas Leavitt, former dean of
health, physical education, recreation
and nursing at Georgia Southern Col-
lege, said Wednesday that blacks in
general have a better hip-to-knee-to-
ankle bone ratio.
This enables the athlete to perform
well at leaping and running short
distances, Leavitt said.
"When I was at Indiana University in
the mid-40s," Leavitt said, "the in-
structors said that it is a well-known fact
that blacks have better levers and are
able to perform better in certain sports
on average than whites."
Lick, who was president at Georgia
Southern before coming to UMaine, had
a conversation with Leavitt on the sub-
ject of black athletes.
"Dale and I talked about this about
10 years ago," Leavitt said. "He
wanted to know why there are more
blacks in basketball and football than
whites. I was just telling him what I
always understood to be true."
Lick also asked the question of
Georgia Southern football coach Irk
Russell.
"I asked Russell if this (Leavitt's state-
ment) was accurate," Lick said, "and
he said yes, based on what he had seen
and his opinion."
Leavitt could not cite actual research
by taunt or date of publication, but said
that research does exist on the subject.
Lick said that his comments before'
the General Student Senate Tuesday
night were only meant to relay the infor-
mation Leavitt and Russell had explain-
ed to him when he was at the Statesboro-
based school.
"These are two professionals in the
field, who are both legitimate, scholar-
ly sources," Lick said. "But this is just
for certain sports. "
Leavitt also said this is a general state-
ment, which gives blacks advantages, for
example. in the basic skills of basketball..
Lick noted that in college basketball's
Final Four, blacks are represented at a
significantly higher percentage in com-
parison to the number of blacks in
America.
"And in college basketball, blacks
make up a high percentage, around 50
percent," Lick said.
In terms of being able to cover shorter
distances faster, Leavitt said that runn-
ing is a "series of leaps" and that run-
ners tire quickly, but having a better hip-
to-knee-to ankle bone ratio enables
blacks to run dashes quicker.
But that does not exclude whites,
Leavitt said.
"In East Germany, sprinters are
chosen by who has the best ratio," he
said.
"This is nothing detrimental."
Leavitt added. "In fact, I wish I had (a
better ratio)."
MIP.I.0031,, REALM IlitiERZAIIMILL WORD!
• curtER HEALTH CENTER EXPANDING HOURS FOR THE REST OF THE SEMESTER
24 HOUR WALK-IN/URGENT CARE ON WEEKENDS!!!
AND NOW AS OF MARCH 27, 1989
IN-PATIENT CARE AVAILABLE MONDAY 8 P.M. THROUGH FRIDAY 9 P.M.
AFTERHOURS WAll(-1N CARE for assessment and referal as necessity
Monday - Thursday 4:30 p.m. to 900 p.m.
Friday 4:30 p.m. through Sunday 6.00 p.m
Staffed by NUMS Practitioners and Physicians Assistants
 
 
(Pharmacy, lab, and x-ray not available)
Regular services continue for students 800 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.Monday through Friday with full Cutler Health Center Staff,
including pharmacy, lab, and x-ray. These services are by appointment or you may walk-in for URGENT CARE
(no appointment required).
To malt an.appointment ar inkinnilloi* 581-4000 Monday through Friday 800 a.m. b 4:30 p.m.
STOP, LOOM, 1111,ADM BPRMILD TEEL INFORIM
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Crews lose hope of containment as spill spreads I
VALDEZ, Alaska (API—The worst
oil spill in U.S, history has spread beyond
500 square miles in one of the nation's
most productive fishing regions, officials
said Wednesday, as crews all but abanon-
ed hope of containment.
A former oil industry official charg-
ed that cutbacks had left operators of.
the Port of Valdez with ill-maintained
booms, no barge to take on oil and vir-
tually no properly trained people to res-
pond to the disaster.
Three top administration officials met
with representatives of the oil industry,
state and federal agencies to assess the
cleanup of 10.1 million gallons of crude
oil spilled ittinli the 987-fuoi iankei EA-
xon Valdez.
Transportation Secretary Samuel
Skinner, Environmental Protection
Agency Administrator Bill Reilly, Coast
pt
Guard Commandent Paul Yost and Gov
Steve Cowper flew by helicopter over oil-
stained beaches late lliesday, but the
federal officials declined to comment.
President Bush said the federal
government may take over the cleanup
if it is determined the Exxon Company,
U.S. A. is not doing enough.
In Washington, however. White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater cited "good
cooperation" ib the effort to stop the oi!
slick, and suggested a federal takeover
of the cleanup may not be necessary.
"E was a brief conversation, but
Secretary Skinner reported good
cooperation between the various
auth,,rities inv,-sIve‘4," Fitz—at— said.
Frustrated fishermen mobilized their
fleet to defend a sensitive fisheries
habitat as yet untouched by the growing
oil slick.
GAb uieeiu1ca
Dennis & Chips Video Center
99 Park Street, Orene
S66-7441
Rent one MOV W-ra /We
* MOVIE PASS
Good For One Free Movie
One Per Customer Per Day
also selling beer, soda and munchies
Open 365 days a year
MTh It) a.m.-I0 p.m.. En-Sat 9 a.m.-I a.m.
Sun 10 a.m.-II pm.
*s. "•—",..." `N. 'N." • -NZ
The area affected by the spill exceeds
500 square miles in the once-pristine
waters of Prince William Sound, accor-
ding to an Alaska rtpresentatiye of the
National Wildlife Federation.
Using absorbent oil booms provided
by the state Department of Envirotimen
tal Conservation, dozens of fishermen
wearing black armbands tried to block
the advance of oil into Main Bay,
1- shamy Bay and Port San Juan.
"Frankly, we are past attempting to
recover much oil." said the conserva
tion department's Larry Dietrick
-Our primary efforts are now in the
defense of very sensitive areas."
Exxon said Tbesday that it had set
loose an army of workers to clean up
rugged, remote beaches.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Are you a high school senior or college student
looking for the opportunity to make money to help pay
for your tuition? Would you like the opportunity to
earn a good paycheck with overtime also available? —
If the answer to these questions is yes, Country Kit-
chen Bakers would like to speak to.. you,-Vitt-ham_a_.„
number of summer positions avoilabits an a variety al
shifts and schedules,
Interested applicants, please cipply at:
Country Kitchen Bakers
Personnel Department
10 Locust St., Lowiston, ME 04240
Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM
or call
1-000-442-6777 (ME)
- IOU Al. OPPOIFTWItTV talItOYElt
ANNOUNCING
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION LEADER POSITIONS
17 POSITIONS FOR SUMMER & FALL, 1989
Students interested in participating in an exciting opportunity to develop strong leadership and communication skills while serving as
an ambassador of the University. are encouraged to apply for a 1989 New Student Orientation Leader positicm.
Students can apply to serve us Summer Orientstinn I patier,  re. the
 
Jtne pogrm 0..1;y
Summer and Fall programs. Salary for the Summer Orientation Leader position is $750.00 (plus room/board) ; salary for
panicipatimiis the-Summer and Fall programs is S1,000.00 (plus soorn/board).
bitT to participate as a Lcatier for both the
Summer Orientation Dame: June 7 - 30, 1989
*10 positions available (includes training)
Fall Orientation Dimes*: August 30 - Seim:mbar 4
*7 poons-airiuTable (includes training)
Applications and additional information are available at New Student Programs, 219 Chadbourne Hall (581-1826).
Applications Deadline : April 5, 4:00 p.m.
(graduating seniors may apply for summer positions)
. An exellent opportunity to share your positive experiences at UMaine with new students and families! .
-
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Sex___Ma tiers
This week the University of Maine
is sponsoring Rape Awareness Week
in an attempt to educate ,our com-
munity about this issue. In an effort
to support Rape Awareness Week and
to answer a number of questions I
have received about rape, today's col-
umn focuses on this important issue
— specifically, women being raped by
men. It is important to recognize that,
despite the substantial increase in
studies of rape in the past decade,
myths regarding rape are still com-
mon, with the result that it is still
condoned.
The following are only a fraction
of the falsehoods believed about rape,
but they are among the most damag-
ing because they blame the woman
and justify the rapist's action. Let's
look at a few of these myths:
—Myth Our Rape is an impulsive act
of passion.
Interpretation: Men cannot control
sex drives.
• Fact Rapists themselves *sit ser
rape as wassuisive  actual behavior.
motive for rape is not accUll
pleasure: it is power. Sexual activity
is used to carry out nonsexual needs.
—Myth Two: Women want to be
taped.
Interpretation: Women have fan-
tasies that reflect their desire to be
raped.
Fact: Rape is an sot of violent ag-
gression. No healthy individual
desires to be dehumanized and
siolated.
Any sexual fantasy a woman might
have, like any other fantasy, is con-
trolled by her.
--Myth lbw- Women ask- to- be
raped.
Interpretation: The woman provok-
ed the rape, she tempted the man
("She shouldn't have worn such a
revealing dress." "She shouldn't
have been out so late at night. ")
Fart The blame and responsibili-
ty for a cnminal assault belong to the
assailant, not the victim
—Myth F•••.e: A woman can run
faster with her skirt up than a man
:can with his pants down.
_
Interpretation: A woman can't be
raped against her will.
Fact Rape is an aggression com-
mitted under force or the threat of
force upon an unconsenting person.
A knife, gun, or even a verbal threat
are often understandably stronger
than a person's will.
,--Myth Five: You can't blame a man
- for trying.
Interpretation: Responsibility for
Mopping the roan belongs to the
P
Dr. Sandra Caron
woman; therefore, it's her fault if
things get out of hand.
Fact: A criminal, not the victim, is-
responsible for his acts.
Rape is not an impulsive act of pas-
sion.
It is done for power and control.
—Myth Six: If a woman is going to
be raped, she might as well relax and
enjoy it.
Interpretation: It's just sex.
Fact People who have been raped
eXperiefiCtiMense-pSychotogicaiand
physical trauma. Rape is a violent,
dehumanizing, and intimate invasion
of the woman's integrity as a human
bsing.
'The motive for rape is power; it is
not sex. Rape is anything but
enjoyable!
—Myth Seven: Most rapes are com-
mitted by strangers or a few "crazy
men."
Interpretation: Just avoid people
you don't know.
Filet It is common for the rapist
and the victim to know each other, to
have been acquainted (hence, the term
"acquaintance rape"), or at least to
have seen each other at a party, in the
Union, in the library, in the residence
hall, and so on.
—It is a tragedy that millions of
women get raped by men each yeas.
It is estimated that 1 out of every 4 •
college women has been raped
(typically by someone she knew, such
as an acquaintance or date). It is each
person's r•-•oopsihility to le--n more
about rape to understand that while
we need to educate both men and
women about this issue, ultimately,
the solution to stop this problem is up
to men: It is ernes who rape sad saes
who eau stop it.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant
Professor of Family Relations in the
School of Human Development; she
teaches the Human Sexuality course.
Questions for Dr. Caron should be
sent dirrctiy to the Daily Maine Cam-
pus Lord Halt
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Wilde-Stein
Student Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual
3 stipiroft-G-t—oup-
Meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
All invited to attend
Ii
500 students 'beached'
at Ohio State Univers'
(CPS) — A company that offers
liOring break trips to students at about
100 college campuses may be in-
vestigated by the Ohio attorney general
after it left 500 Ohio State University
students "beached" in Columbus.
"Nothing like this has happened
before," said Jan Berry, regional
manager for Campus Marketing Inc.
(CM!), the Lincolnwood, Ill., firm that
initially signed the 500 OSU students up
lo go to Daytona Beach, Fla., in March.
• "'There's no easy way io say this: it was
total fraud," charged Dan Connors,
one of two OSU students hired by CMI
to sell spring break travel packages on
campus.
"We have received) complaints,"
confirmed Julie GrahiE of the state At-
torney General's office. She added she
could not comment on an ongoing
probe.
OSU's student newspaper, "The
Lantern," learned the company could
face a fine of up to $10,000 if it was do-
ing business in-,Ohio illegally.
As CMI's campus representatives,
OSU students Connors and Nick Mina:-
do signed students up for the ill-starred
trip.
Minardo said CMI had told him
students would stay at two hotels — The
Texan and The International — on the
beach, but that Berry told him at the last
minute they would have to stay at The
Voyager, four miles off the beach.
Minardo claimed Berry told him not
to tell students of the switch until they
were ready to embark.
"It was 'bait-and-switch'," Minardo
contends. "Students don't like to be lied
to." When he learned of the change in
hotels, he decided to give the money
back to students instead of sending it to
CM!.
Berry says CMI canceled the Ohio
State tour because he never got any of
the money from Minardo.
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March 30, 1989 at 7:00 p.m.
LOW
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at the pi Beta Phi linuce
1. Complete Engine Tune-Up
2. Oil & Filter Change
3, All Points Chassis Lube
4. Carburetor Synchronization
5. Chain Adjustment OR
Final Drive Service
6, Complete Visual Inspection
& Road Test
7. STATE INSPECTION
$1 0--09* 2 erk 0411 /11. in 0*Cy 4:10t:SOV..
RIDE TROUBLE-FREE FOR THE SEASON/ 
No Appointment Needed Before 5-1-89
Offer Expires 5-15-89
*VALVE ADJUSTMENT EXTRA IF NEEDED
SOME MODELS SLIGHTLY HIGHER
TOLL FREE 1-800-852-3312 local 941-1445
683 Wilson St.,
THE .7)001VI, SPORT SPECIALISTS Bre„er, mains
\ii
a.
"*. \
•
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MAYS & REPIIITS
%XS ta chines hoax—an emblem*
over canes Today 440 Yea4AC 0, COO
WIN 80?-...
Or. nun $200 re Essays aspens
11322 mix xis 0201.-94 Lot Swan CA 9002S
Guam riniarct sac vas** irAis
THE ANDREW
P1NSET
AGENCY
IS SEEKING WRITERS,
P1 IRT !CHF() nR
UNPUBLISHED
CALL 802-234-5616
Guides Wanted
Don't spent your summer trapped behind a
Make college mono ithiie ratting the
dd riven ot Northern Maine Urisorn Ratting
Expeditions is looking tor a kw good ribff
guides. experience isn't necessary (we have a
trawling program). but enthusiasm and a love
ot the outdoors at essential
We ore holding intermixes:on campers Fnciay.
March 31 Contact the Career Center at W.
gate Hall for an appointment or OMNI I_
call at 725-2255
NURSING
WITH A
DIFFERENCE.
Army Reserve Nur.ing often
Sixnettung real', different —
the rank of Second Lieutenant.
Ytiu'll get double respect.
Respect as a professional nurse.
Respect as an officer.
You'll also like the profes-
sional opportunities in the
nearby Army Ritserx Medical
unit. You'll be encouraged to
participate in seminars, con-
ferences and continuing
education.
Training is normally one
weekend a month and tisk)
weeks annualh. And it dif-
ferent than anything you've
ever done before. Talk to an
Army Nurse Retruiter. Call us
tight now at.
Call SFC Ann Moore
207-775-2194
Nurse Recruiter
II ALL Y011 CAN It
ARMY
American Express tries to woo students
(CPS) — American Express, known
as a company for business executives and
yuppies, unveiled a plan in mid-March
to woo college undergrads.
With bait like cheap airline fares and
magazine subscriptions, the huge finan-
cial services firm says it will start trying
to tempt students at the 1,000 biggest
campuses in the country to carry its
credit card.
The move is embiemaik vf a larger
trend, various consumer advocates say,
of students being able to get credit more
easily during the last three years.
And many of the consumer advocates
don't think the credit card companies'
new invasion of American campuses is
a very good idea.
"(Students) are acquiring credit at
time when they are poorly suited to use
It wisely," said Mike Heffer of Con-
sumer Action, a San Francisco lobbying
group, when told of the new American
Express effort.
"Credit cards got me into financial
trouble," agreed University of
Houston senior Scott Fox. "1 charged
too much, and didn't have the money to
pay for (it). I am in the process of pay-
ing them off now."
But the student market "is the right
place to be now" to sell credit, said
Celine Gallo of American Express
(Amex), adding undergrads probably
will prove a good source of business for
the company in the future.
"It's important ot start early, with peo-
ple who will be better earners," she
said, noting students are just starting to
form brand loyalties. The credit card
companies make their money by claim-
ing three-to-seven percent of each pur-
chase made with their cards, and by
charging customers interest on the un-
paid interest on their bills.
As anyone who's had a brochure slip
ped into bookstore purchases or seen
booths set up at student unions can at-
test, American Express's ambitious new
effort is only the most recent foray onto
campuses for credit card companies,
which until just a few years ago con-
sidered students as risky and probably
incapable or repaying loans regularly.
For example Bank of America, which
owns a big part of VISA, began ag-
gressively marketing to students in 1986
when, B of A spokeswoman Susan
Clevenger said, students "became more
responsible."
Of course, there was nothing magical
that happened in 1986 that suddenly
changed students into more responsible
credit users, observed University of
Florida finance Prof. Arnold Henestad.
The answer to why credit card com-
panies abruptly decided they wanted to
start signthi up students had rikiie to do
with demographics — there are fewer
credit-worthy adults to be wooed these
Aar and the ecrinenny, be cisiel.
-If the economy is strong." Hcg-
gestad noted, "it's a safe bet seniors will—
get jobs when they graduate."
"And to be futuristic for a mo-
ment." he added, "10 years from now
the paper society — checks — will be
gone. The companies that can put their
plastic in people's pockets will be bill
winners.
MAY 'ARM/SUMMER 1989 
COURSE ADDITIONS
The courses hued belt,* have been added to the 1989 Summer Session offenngs For infonnauon on course descriptions, days, times, locations,
and registration information or few a copy of the Summer Baneful contact the Summer Session Office. 122 Chadbourne Hall. 581 3142.
ART 211
ART 490
BIO 100
BUA 396
BUS 294A
CEC SS9
CHF 404
CIE 294
CU) 196A
COS 495
,EDG 462(01)
LOG 462(02)
EDI 580(13)
EDW 472101)
EDW 4724021
ENG411
HIT MIA
HIPIUS4
HPR 390
HUD 3%
NUS 2B9A
LM
Craig Lucas
A PAgem0 masque hoduction
Psolhort neabs
eireobil by MEM As
Myr* Se-.04.4 S. Poo
hiseleibm 04 UN lbokress hoe 4404
RIME 1109
PAA 600
POS 102A
PSY 350
SPC 601
SWK 361
SWK 397
SWK SSO
THE 430
THE 497(01)
THE 497(02)
THE 596
THE 667
THE 697
THEN
THE 699
WLM 2,50
WLM 260
Graphk Design I May 15 June 2
Photography (Directed Study in Studio Art, July 3 21
Basic Bid*) JUrbe 541.1)) 7
Cooperative Ethicadem/Fieid F.xperknce TB A
Cooperative Educalitlealeid Experience TIM
Career Informal= hi Counseling July 10-July 28
Selected Topics IN Child Development Venally Retaliates (Applied Self Control) Ma, 15 lime 2
Civil Engineering Practice TB A
Field Experience in Merchandising TBA
Field Experience TBA
Workshop in Elementary IDSIsso Fist Caddo. awl Supervision - July 3-July 21
Workshop in Elementary Easallsa: Newspapers in Ultimo. July 10 July 28
Educational Inetitute: Maim Impkenenting, and Evaluating the Integrated Curriculum July July 28
Workshop In Secosidaryllikesstion. Peer Quiddity and Supervising' • July 3-July 21
Workshop In Secondary Edo:admen-Newspapers Is Education htly1Xlikill- -
Field Experience in English TBA _ 
Medical Transcription It.ly 10 August 31
Field Experience In HealtA/Fltness - TRA
Problems in HPR - Coaching Effectiveness I July 11 August 18
Field Experience TIM
Special Topics hi Hams Servile= Personality Addiction.- Juneliiirastiett7.
Field Experience In ialillacape and Nursery Management -TM
f;rminsiliFirbnAi=TBA
The Environmeet of Public Admistration July 1 August II
State and Local Government July 3-August 11
Cognition June 1 June
Seminar in Research Methods May 15 June 2
Psychosects1 Aspects of DisibiNty - May 15-June 2
Independent Project in Social Welfare I TBA  —
Hulas. Behavior and the Social En. ironment fl-ms I2-kas310
Children's Theatre Production June 12 June 30
Independent Study in Theatre I TB A
Independent Study in Theatre 1 IBA
Field Services he Theatre Production TB A
Special Stalks  la Taman I - IRA
Directs/ MEMO I -TBA
Directed Researell• - TIA
Graduate Thesis -111A
Wildlife Field Servey - May 15-June 2
Field Ornkhoingy - May 15-June 2
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Announces Rebates
on Selected Computers
toward purchase of-peripherals
IV C int s
1111111ifipl11111111 
4111101,_7---v
h. F Jillitilec
Macintosh SE
• 2 800k Disk Drives
• &mhz_68000 Processor
• I Megabyte of RAM
• Internal Expansion Slot
• Standatyboard
• ImageWriter Tr Printer
Normal Price
Less Rebate of
New Price
$22591
$150
$2109
• I 
01111.1.1.10111111.111......fina
Macintosh SE HD20
• 1 Internal 20 Megabyte Hard Drive
• 1 SOOk Disk Drive 
• 8 mhz 678000 Processor
• I MegabYte of RAM
• Internal Expansion Slot
• Standard Keyboard
• ImageWriter II Printer
NtinnarPcrice
Less Rebate of
New Price
,
Other Configurations Available Including the Macintosh II and Ilx
Come on
$2767
$200
$2567
ri -to the Mi crocomp u t et
DrAstmrne rPritFir
‘-va
between 9 1 and 2-4 on Mon.. Wed.
and Fri. for
grapple®
det afer onl 
lasts until
March, 31st, so hurry!
Certain restrictions apply. All rebates subject to strict compliance with terms and 
conditions
of the 'Apple Pays Hair program. Guidelines are available at your 
authorized Apple reseller
Offer void where prohibited by law
Microcomputer
Resource Center
Instructional System Center
II Shibles, UM
581 -25G9
-
AIIMPIPalaswPmeawwww — _,
"'• ,
,1,111•41.P.
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Cracking down on guns
by John DiIlin
The Christian Science Monitor
WASH I Nu 1DN — Baseball, apple
pie, and guns — they're all as
American as the Fourth of July. but
this country's long love affair with
firearms, which dates back to frontier
times, appears to be sputtering.
Harsh events are daily jarring the
nation's consciousness. In the capital,
drug dealers, petty criminals, and in-
'nocent civilians are gunned down in
the Streets at the rate of 10 a week.
' .In Los Angeles, drive-by hoodlums
shoot bystanders and police. In
Stockton, Calif., five children are kill;
ed and 30 other people are wounded
in a schoolyard by a man who sprays
more than 100 bullets from an AK-47
military rifle.
Many Americans are saying —
enough.
Halting the gunfire, however, won't
be easy. Critics say the problem lies
in lax gun laws, and in the 170 million
weapons now in the hands of
civilians.
Among them, there may be as
many as 500,000 assault-style, semi-
.  . 
au o atm riflc.
The National Rifle Association
(NRA), which regards the label
"assault rifle" as prejidicial (some
hunting rifles are just as quick-firing),
contends that the only workable,
long-term answer is locking up the
criminals.
Ted Lattanzi°, director of state and
local affairs at the NRA. netts that
during the past year, Florida releas-
ed 22,500 felons early because of a
hick of jail space. Texas turned loose
33,000.
— Mr. Lattanzi° says, "People want
something done. Law enforcement is
doing an incredible job, but their
work is being turned right back on
the street by the judicial system."
The growing national debate over
guns was heard this week in Rich-
mond, Va., the so-called "Murder
Capital of the South." State
legislators them were swamped with
phone calls and letters demanding
action.
Virginia, like Florida and Tmca_c- has
become a major weapons source for
criminals because of its loose laws on
gun purchases.
Gov. Gerald Rallies (D) noted that
"Virginia lawmakers have a long-held
tradition of rejecting efforts to restrict
an individual's right to bear arms."
But Mr. Baliles, like the state
legislature, heeded the public cry.
Virginia will now require a com-
puterized check of the criminal •
background of anyone buying an
 assauh weapon or, in mast 4_:ase*, has). ,
dguns.
Babies says the new law will pro-
-tect individual righti,- While cleaning
up Virginia's reputation as "a gun
trading center for the worst elements
.our society."
-Although the National Rifle
Assoctation supported the Virginia
bill, J. Warren Cassidy, the executive
vice-president of the NRA, admits he
is "concerned" about the public out-
cry. In a TV interview, Mt. Cassidy
(see GUNS page 12)
\
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Co......unication, sharing 
needed to prevent rape
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
Jac Weinberg takes no for an answer.
He wants other men to do the same.
--Weinberg is a member of Men Stopp-
ing Rape, a Wisconsin-based organiza-
tion which explores the reasons for rape
and its effects on men and women.
In a lecture Wednesday night,
Weinberg addressed a capacity crowd as
he discussed several ways to prevent rape
and gave several illustrations that pro-
poaate male and female sexual
stereotypes.
The terms: the "battle of the sexes"
and "opposite sex" perpetuate negative
connotations of gender, Weinberg said.
"Battle of the sexes implies one win-
net.. apposite sex means opposite. 1 don't
think there are opposites,.." he said.
Weinberg said that society offers one
masculine model 'and one feminine
model:
"The models are certainly there," he
said. "It all boils down to what you want
and what you are willing to do to get
something different."
Cartoons the media, and advertising
play a role in sexual stereotypes and
perpetuate rape, he said.
"The amount of attention it gets on-
ly reinforces it," Weinberg said. "To
me, rape is learned behavior. It can be
unlearned."
He said he doesn't like to be told that
all men are rapists.
"I'm more interested in What causes
rape, what supports it, my likelihood of
raping, or my brothers'," Weinberg
said.
Weinberg thinks a lot of men feel ac-
cused of rape, but it is important to
understand that feeling.
But he said that "no" means "no."
"'No' meanning maybe, 'no' meaning
'force me enough and I that has to
stop," he said. "Ignoring 'no' is rape_
"One of the things that men have to
do is take no for an answer," he said.
"A lot of men view the word 'no' as be-
ing cold water in the lap. It's just a part
of taking responsibility."
When a woman is drunk and slys
"yes" when she is asked to have inter-
course, it does not always mean consent.
Weinberg said men and women have
to communicate and enunciate their feel-
ings about sex and their expectations.
"The more ac coMpartmentalize had—
ings, the _ farther apart we are," be
said. 
"Were all people," he said. Men
and women have to recognize and share
feelings. There's a lot of stuff we can
learn about each other."
Read the Sports Pages
• TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
*RALLY 6009.m. on-the LII3RARY STEPS*
CANDLELIGHT WALK-6:15 p. m.
THURSDAY. MARCH
as part of Rape .Awareness Week
MEN AND WOMEN, STUDENT'S, FACULTY AND STAFF,. ON-CAMPUS, NON- ---
TRADS, COMMUTERS. AND GREEKS: ALL ARE ASKED 10 PARTICIPATE IN--
THIS SHOW OF CONCERN ABOUT AND ANGER AGAINST RAPE AND VIOLENCE  
MARCH TO BE FOUOWED BY
MUSHROOM AND SPINACH1ASAGNA SUPPER
$3:00 ADMISSION TO BENEFIT RAPE RESPONSE SERVICES INC. OF
PENOBSCOT COUNTY
Maya otiose* mil Wears mile&
Fe, ifetwittfittattlief Thaws it 2011
827-3845
-
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data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY
ITICINGt
YOUR EYES 0/40-50 0 OFF RETAIL PRICE
ONLY GREAT PERFORMANCEGREAT PRICE
FOR
ZENITH INNOVATES A
DATAsSYSIT4MS ffivriTs YO
11
4111
-
Tin A flDriv unj, TorDEMONSTRATION ON r A 11""Sra-1 1.41 1 1 I v v.) Lao
A Zenith Data Systems Open House Will Be Held At This Location:
MEMORIAL UNION
LOWN ROOM APRa 5. 1909 10AM - 4PM
i-MICROCOMPUTER
SOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL -SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, um
(207)581-2510.
American Empress VISA, IlelCard Oat Care Accepted
Ar11/711 data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
Prim (bine link* Mott _
Mgt 7.ennh Data Systems
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German club
needs help
The German Club thought that a group effort would bemore effective in accomplishing an objective. The ob-jective is a $4,000 standard converter that would con-
vert foreign video tapes to the American standard.
The converter performs a seemingly a trivial task, but
because DO such machine exists in the gate of Maine, the tapes
can only be viewed one at a time with a cumbersome multi-
standard video cassette player.
Not only is the machine itself cumbersome, but the fact that
it can not be taken out of the department is an added inconve-
nience. This inconvenience facilitates the indolence of the tapes.
and a wealth of information about Germany, Russia, Spain
and Greece is, therefore, left uncovered
Aside from adding a new dimension to the study of foreign
languages, the wider use of the tapes would promote an ap-
preciation for the country being studied.
Hence through the wider use of the 290 tapes, the converter
will make the foreign language department an asset, not only
to the university, but to the state of Maine as a whole as well.
---IW, afletiNinesrer of fundraisingefforts and raising only
$700, the club sought administrative assistance. Once again,
however, the club misjudged the ease of the matter. They ap-
pealed to the General Student Senate, and, after several months
were referred to President Dale Lick's office.
At Lick's office, the proposal was applauded, but was sent
on to Vice President Hitt's office where it is now being sub-
mined in the Instructional Improvement Grant Competition.
The club will be receiving an answer in mid-April. If it
receives a grant, the order will immediately be made and the
converter will be on its way. But, if the answer is no? Accor-
ding to John Dearden, president of the German Club, the whole
process must be renewed due to the peculiarities of the fiscal
year.
The new baseball dub house, and the use of the discretionary
fund were most probably used with the sincere interest of the
University of Maine in mind, but all the German club is ask-
ing for is $4,000.
Surely there is $4,000 somewhere 00 coupes?
Me Daily Maine Cam
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oney, money, money...
Money is great. It can't buy
happiness, but it sure can
deliver something pretty close.
Like most students, though.
I have a disadvantage in that I
don't have a lot of the stuff. I
also have a disadvantage in that
there's no way I could possibly
obtain a discretionary account.
But if I did. I would
allocate...
- $40,000 to buy tons of sand,
soil, asphalt, sod, seeds. fdl,
back-fa side-fill, and front-fill
to fut, repair,, and re-establish
the paths, tracks, and shortcuts
that students use to travel to
their classes every day on this
i;41111.iiiS. Either that or buy a
good pair of boots for every
student, whichever is more
expensive.
- S40,000 to hire REM and
U2 to play at Maine Day instead
of this Ray Boston dude who
perpetually shows up for the
mid-April bash. Students would
not receive pins advertising their
contributions., but tickets to a
concert of their choice (or at
• a free sub sandwich at the
The Daily Maw Campus is published five times a week at the University of
Maine Offices are in the basement of Inrd Ha. Suite 7A.. UMaine, Orono
ME 04469. Tekphone numbers: Advertg, 5IM2?-3-; Subacriptiont, 51-14X14---
Editor, 521-1271; Newmooto, 521-1267, 1269, 1270, Sports, 511-11611. Primer/ •
at the Fillsworth American, Inc., Ellsworth, ME. (c) Copyright, The Daily Maim
Campus. All rights reserved
- $IO for cubic zirconia
diamonelloite ripgs for the
members of the championship
intramural water-polo team.
Runners-up would receive
passes to the Milo Valley Coun-
try Club for Retired
Inner-tubers.
- $2300 fut Veer olds
veterans or mistnItck
residaice hall roommates. Card
holders will be entitled to free
entrance to every performance
Jonathan S. Bach
of the "Munnet Babies- at the
Maine Center for the Am to re-
establish an attitude of good
will towards fellow people and
a proper perspective on how to
imagine gootitidnitin die face
of adversity.
$S,000 delegated to the con-
struction of additional parking
spaces inside the Memorial
Union, Whereas this building is
being under-utilized and
whereas there is no other place
to construct additional parking
spaces without compromising
the aesthetic hcatity- of the
university.
- $80,000 for extra phones,
pagers, beepers, and other
assorted communication
devices for every administrator
at UMaine so they can be reach-
ed by students during every
minute of every working day.
This will also discourage the
"block and tackle" technique
where an administrator en
- 
---
easungigs a student to "get back
to" him or her and subsequent-
lY disappears and is convenient-
ly "out of town. "
- $100,000 for the construc-
tion of a building for fraternity
brothers who are eviction notice
refugees. Whereas residents of
a few fraternities on this cam-
pus have no place to go and
have been forced to move
because of pressure from in-
struments of campus authority.
- $100,000 to the bookstore so
they can afford to reduce the
textbook pnces by at least 60
percent. Part of the expenditure
provides payment of $S for the
employees of the bookstore.
The $S will simulate a student's
weekly salary and the money
for which he or she is able to
buy textbooks. This will
hopefully curb high prices in
the future.
as compen-
satory pay for the former co-ed
waterpolo coach. Whereas the
former coach has agreed to
resign his position because of
incompetent determination,s of
inner tube pressure and who
now faces charges of vulcaniz-
ed rubber abuse.
A university campus, much
like the outside world, is not
ideal, but a discretionary ac-
count helps smooth the edges.
It's been known to do the op-
posite in some cases, but give a
few thousand grand to a stu-
dent, and life will fall neatly in-
to its proper balance.
Jonathon Bach kat • bilk
account with a balattet
$36.18, but will use it le Ms. .•
discretion.
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Women are not the only victims of rape
To the editor:
Rape Awareness Week.
When the average person
• thinks of rape, they think of the
-victim as female. A common
• analogy, but 3 years ago. I was
!aped by two females at a UM
'fraternity house. Drunk and
- later passed-out, I awoke with
__my clothes off and my limbs
bound to the bed posts. At the
time. I was very, very scared and
wry confused. The two females
laughed with joy when I awoke
and then began to undress
themselves. They were able to
arouse me, then they raped me.
My mouth was stuffed with a
pair of panties, and though I
To the editor:
Acting on the understan-
ding that Kent Forbes' letter
which appeared in the March
28th issue of the campus'
newspaper and which railed
against the "irrational fear
and hatred of drugs ausdior
drug users in America" was
a sincere attempt at com-
municating a belief which
Mr. Forbes holds to be true,
I would like to suggest an
alternative route whereby
Mr. Forbes may realize his
"freedom of the mind:"
Choose any major city,
New York for example.. and
ts, the following things:
Go into .6 "Day-
Bopper" drug-rehab pro-
gram and hold the hand of
a heroin addict as he or she
screams in the agony of
withdrawal.
b) Sit down and listen to
the pain of the parents of a
boy or girl whose sons or
daughters are either pro-
stituting themselves or com-
mitting armed robbery so
is compen- 
 
 they have enough money for
former co-ed the next "crack" fix.
Whereas the c) Listen to the cries of
as agreed to anguish of the parents of a
n because of23-year-old New York city
rminaiions- of police officer, whose son ha-s
are and who been killed in a drug-related
of vulcaniz- crime.
No, Kent, there is no con-
nection between the use of
psychadelics and the "expan-
sion of the mind." That
"Learyiari" viewpoint turns
to ashes when one reads of
another person who has
hurled him/herself from a
bridge heCaiiie of in L.S.D.
induced "flash-back."
Drugs are the dryrots that
eats at the very heart and
soul of Li nation.
Drugs are death.
unpus, much
world, is not
retionary ac-
e% the edges.
k to do the op-
tea, but give a
snd to a Mu-
fall neatly in-
inct
has a bank
balance of
use it to his
6a6..7761,6==.1.67,
struggled to free myself, the
muffled cries and tears showed
me no mercy.
By morning. I had been sex-
ually assaulted and violated by
these two females several times.
As the sun shown through the
window, I passed-out once
more.
I was awakened by a frater-
nity brother who looked at me
, and said in a tone, very non-
chalantly, "You must've had
one hell-u-va night." Then he
just laughed.
Humiliated and in shock, I
got dressed and washed the
blood off my wrists where the
rope cut through. I still don't
-7"
James Kopp
Androscroggin Hall
Where's the
Greek?
To the editor:
understand why they did what
they did, but my life will never
be normal by far.
Until now, only my girlfriend
was the one I shared this ex-
ne•ience with. She's very
understanding and is helping
me to cope with this unfor-
tunate experience of my past.
Why come out now and tell
all? I'm just sick of the
stereotype associated with rape
and want the people to know
that it happens to guys too, and
is just as damaging.
Name witheld
upon request
of the editor
Were the research sources
that President Lick quoted,
(concerning black athletes) the
same ones that Jimmy thes„,
Greek quoted last year? Where
is the Greek anyway?
Dave McKivergan
Response
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the editor and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and com-
mentaries about 450 words. In order to
verify the validity, rsf te-- tt.-,-ts., WC:saes: h:-.•:.••
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
--ticksireomments were
contradictory
lb the editor:
I veas (a-ad arn) appalled
by the comments attributed to
Dale Lick at the General Stu-
dent Senate meeting in reference
to black athletes. He has shown
his own stupidity and embar-
rassed the university communi-
ty with his racist comments
(The Daily Maine Campus.
March 29, 1989). In another ar-
tiele "f the sat..-ee DMC Lick is
quoted as saying about
UMaine, -This is a quality in-
stitution." Well, it's too bad
we don't have a "quality"
president!! x
C. Parry
President's racist comments not acceptable
To the editor
On Tuesday night, March
28, I was present while Presi-
dent Dale Lick addressed the
general Student Senate and
spoke about black people in
athletics.
As a student of the
University of Maine. I found
Lick's statement very unfor-
tunate As a black student of
this university, I found his
statements absolutely
offensive.
Lick cited unknown
research showing that blacks
are better suited to play cer-
tain sports. He said they are
"naturally better" in several
sports, he said that their
"natural athletic abilities
come through." The ques-
tion asked was whether the
percentage of minorities in
basketball and football was
any part of his
encourage more minorities to
attend this university. He
didn't have to say any of
what he said to answer the
question.
In , fact, people present
followed up the question
repeat, dly, eying him an op-
 
portunity to change his story
However, he stood there
before the Senate feeling
$
r•••7..T.•
t
-4-
totally comfortable, com-
pletely relaxed with what he
was saying. He believed it.
What kind of message is this
University sending out
through him?
What he said was what Al
Campanello said; it was
what Jimmy the Greek said.
What Lick said was one of
the demeaning stereotypes of
blacks: that the natural
strength of the black people
is their athletic
this belief become part of his
plan to improve the univer-
sity? It is well known how he
believes that better athletics
means a better university.
So, if black athletes are
superior athletes, does this
mean that this university
needs black athletes to im-
prove itself? Is that his
reasoning? Is that his percep-
tion of the role of black
students at the University of
Maine?
The *Me._ . ... cOitlured
about blacks also conjures
up the perception that blacks
are inferior in academic
areas.
There was "research" sup-
porting this claim, also. For
years, especially in the 50's,
IQ imams were widely usest-\
as "proof' of the natural in-
feriority of the black per-
son's intelligence--even
among the most prominent
educators. This kind of pre-
judice, these types of at-
titadak.aor part of societal
view that-blacks and other
minorities hove been fighting
for generations.
The true reasons why peo-
ple of various races are dif-
ferent from one another can-
not be summed up in one
statement the way Lick did
lliesday night.
It must be mentioned that
Lick's offensive rassarks
were more numerous than
the Daily Maine Campus
was perhaps allowed to
repeat. In his opening
remark to answer the ques-
tion he used the word
"blackies", immediately
caught himself and said
"black person"--a slip of the
tongue that I have not found
any way to justify in the con-
test of what be nes saying.
Maybe it *114 "Alp of the
tongue," but if that phrase,
that association is right on
the tip of your tongue
anyway, you say it.
His statements may have
been considered acceptable
at Georgia Southern, they
may have been considered
acceptable in the Midwest,
they may even be acceptable
to make behind closed doors
with his vice-presidents or in
the confines of his living
room, but it cannot be an ac-
ceptable practice for the top
educator at this university,
nor for the state of Maine
At this point, one must
seriously question the
sincerity of his sensitivity to
such things as women's
issues, minority issues. To
have a president who feels
that this is a standard percep-
tion of blacks, and taking in-
to consideration his past.
devotion to athletics, leaves
us with very little hope that
to his mind blocks at this
university can da ouch more
than support -improve
UMaine athletics.
It is said that there is no
racism on this campus - that
it is not acceptable; that it
goes against the policies of
the University of Maine.
However, there is racism
on this campus -- make no
mistake It may not be open,
it may not be blatant, but it
has been uttered in the words
of our min university presi-
dist, Dais Lich, PhD.
4
Michael Scott
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(caislinasd fro. image 1)
Barry, a junior from Dakar.
Senegal, also said that in mary cases.
blacks from larger cities would have
little interest in attending L.: Maine
"It's a big change coning to
Maine." he said. "Scholarships are
the only way to get most if those
blacks Acre. But when they come,
they're here for academics irst "
Senior Doug Dorsey. w h , played
on the football team and is vresident
of the Afro-American .Ass.iciation.
said he was shocked by Lick's com-
ments because in the past he had been,
very supportive of the orgai inilion.
In a prepared statement. Dorsey
said Lick "never showed the dightest
tendency toward racism." but add-
ed that his response "was totzlly rele-
vant to the question asked.'
Mike Scott, off-campus %enator,
likened Lick's statements to those
made by Jimmy the Greek Snyder and
Al Camp:Ms.
Snyder lost his job with CBS after
linking current black athletic s iccess
with pre-Civil War slave owners
nutting their biggest.malc and female
slaves' di -ordet-10 sertaispr and
stronger second-generation siines.
Campanis was fired by the Los
Angeles Dodgers after be said tlere
was a shortage of blacks in bascb dl's
managerial positions because thcy
lacked some of the basic facili.ies
needed for the jobs.
"I think this is one of the most
obscene things I've heard on this cam-
pus in a long time." Scott said.
Football player Keith James said he
thinks "people are definitekomasen-
sitive" about the topic. and said he felt
Lick's comments could be miscon-
strued.
"Hes just using research to get his
point across," lama said. "The
' . 'on asked was a difficult one to'—questi
answer. We're just trying to get the
best athlete here - black or
white."
Ted Mitchell, associate dean of Stu-
dent Services for Indian Programs 
and Minority Services, said Lick has
supported minorities and minority
recruitment.
-The statements don't equal up to
what be has done," he said.
Mitchell said Lick has helped
establish 20 scholarships for minori-
ty students, a full minority counselor
position and a minority office.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
•Guns
 
(eselimill be
 Op 1)
argued: "It is the (criminal' justice)
system that is Wing, and failed those
children in California" by turning
criminals loose on society.
The NRA's Lattanzio DUO that ac-
cording to a federal study, it costs
$20,000 a year to lock up a criminal,
• UK typical felon commits an
— average of 187 crimes a yeatatacost
of $430,000. "The cost to society of
releasing them is exorbitant," be
contends.
But many membas of the public
have become impatient with the gun
lobby.
-The mood has elmageck " says
Virginia state Sen. Moody E Stallings
(D) of Virginia Beach. "House
members an up kw election this year,
and there's tension here. The phones
are ringing off the kook mod *tars 
are pouring in."
Senator Stallings, who sponsored
the successful Virginia bill, speaks
about assault rifles from personal ex-
perience.
1
-Dan Bustard 
Dale Lick:
A besieged
ndividual 
Dale, Dale, Dale.
I was going to write a column this
week about how interesting it is to
have Dale lack as our. president.
This was going to be based on such
statements as those in a story on the
hockey team's participation in the
final four this weekend.
Statements such as, "The whole
perception about UMaine, not just
about athletics, will change in the
minds of people all across
America."
It is nice that UMaine has a presi-
dent with such positive attitude, but
that atatement may be a little on the
high side of optimism.
Yes, I was going to do that.
But not now.
At the General Student Senate
meeting Thesday night. Lick voiced
some research_ concerning black
athletes versus white athletes.
BY now, mod would know what
they are, but the jet is that blacks are
better suited for some sports.
Now, to be fair, this was concern-
ing a questioti—ralted—gbOnt ,the
number of athletics scholarships-
given at the university to minorities.
And Lick, as he said at the
meeting, was just quoting research
and statistics given to him by two
"professionals in the field."
These two people are Douglas'
Leavitt, the former dean .0f.klealth,,7,
Physical Education, Recreation and
Nursing. and Irk Russell, the football
coach at Georgia Southern Universi-
ty, where Lki was formerly the
president.
In their professional opinions,
which is what Lick was saying, was
a reflection of their views and the
research they had seen on the subject.
But to say that remarks like these
can come across the wrong way,
regardless of their intent, is an
understatement.
We have long been barraged with
the idea-Orblacks being athletically
superior to whites, as well as whites
being intellectually superior to
blacks.
This incident, in which Lick said
the statements made are not his opi-
nion. may cause the university to suf-
fer much adverse publicity.  
And once again, Lick iihiltit-heltr
(see DALE pose 14)
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Sports
Goldman warns of steriod use
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
There is tremendous pressure on
athletes to win, but steroids are not the
answer.
"You don't just want to enjoy your
sport today, you want to enjoy it for
years to come."
That was the message of Dr. Robert
Goldman's lecture titled, "Anabolic
Steroids and Drug Use in Sports."
Goldman spoke and showed slides of
steroid users to an audience of mostly
University of Maine athletes Wednesday
night in Neville Hall.
"There is a difference between success
and winningaYour coaches and I) don't
want you to be 30-years-old and have
cancer or have your knees blow out
because you were being shot up with
some  drug," Goldman
"Steroids do kill." -
Goldman said Russian athletes began
using anabolic steroids an the 1960s, but
stopped when they realized their athletes
were dying 250 percent faster than other
athletes in the wor!A.
He said Russian athletes were dying of
heart attacks in their late teens and ear-
ly 20s.
Goldman is the author of the books
Death in the Lokikii Room and Th_e_E
Iiictor. He also holds more than a dozen
records in strength sports without the use
of steroids.
Steroids not only build a body up, its
use also causes 'nary negative reactions.
The use of the steroid, testosterone, a
male hormone, increases the size of the
prostrate gland, which can result in pro-
stratic cancer, according to Goldman.
This cancer is treated by administer-
ing female hormones and cutting off the
testicles.
Goldman said the gland naturally in-
creases with size, but a person on
steroids at age *will have a 60-year-old
gland.
The use of testosterone also results in
testicle atrophy, the shrinking of the
testes. "Your testicles can literally shrink
to the size of two little peanuts,"
Goldman said.
Impotency is also a real factor of
steroid users. "It's kind of irottic because
many guys lift to impress girls,"
Goldman said.
The female athlete is also affected by-
steroid use. "It's very damaging to the
male, but it's much much worse for the
'female athlete," he said. "The female --
athlete starts turning into k man."
The growth of facial hair begins, vocal
chords thicken making the voice deeper,
breasts decrease in size, and the size of
the genitals increase, he said.
Goldman said the use of steroids can
t
- emi
photo be Dons Vanderweide
Dr. Robert Goldman woes over the perils of ateriod tase before an wadiesice in
Nevill Hall Wednesday night. Goldman warned of the physical harm steriods
can do to a human body and that real champions win through hard work and
determination.
wanted to kill themselves- or who wanted
to go out and kill someone and didn't
know why," Goldman said.
Aggitssion and depression are two
common emotions resulting from steroid
use.
Depresaion espocially occurs when an
athlete stops taking the drug. "When
they come off it they get -so depressed
they want to kill themselves and some
dO. "
Steroids can also cause disfigurement
of the body and can also stunt growth
if taken at an early age.
"There can be a tremendous over
growth of the forehead and jaw, and
these changes are permanent." -
Goldman also showed pictures of hands
and feet that had thickened: He also said
skin ages much more rapidly.
Wrestler Andre the Giant is an exam-
pie of a person disfigured because of
steroids.
Andre the Giant is 35 years old.
Goldman said he will be dead in five
years.
Goldman said a champion athlete is
the one that works hard, not the one that
takes steroids.
"Drug use won't get you there, smart
training will. Dedicated effort and pa-
tience will."
He said a sta-c-,k1 user 7411 build up
quick but it won't last. "Steroids at 18
and dead at 40."
- The isture was sponsored by the
Department of Residential Life, Cutler
Health Center, The Union Board, and
the UMaine Athletic Department as part
of the Positive Body Image series dur-
ing National Nutrition Month.
Wednesday night NBA 'games
oston106, Portland-91_
Atlanta 120, Washington 144—
Indiana 96, Miami 89
Chicago 106, Milwaukee 102
Detroit at Utah (late)
also cause liver and kidney damage,
"TYpically (a person with a liver tumor) Sacramento at L.A. Clippers (late)
is going to die in two to six months,"
he said.
Increased acne also results from
steroid use. "It will give you pimples like
you've never seen in your life,"
Goldman said.
Pimples will appear on the back,
chest, arms, stomach and legs, and can
be severe enough to cause scan.
The most serious side-effect, awar-
ding to Goldman, is the psychoWal
effects.
"I've had to hold guys down from
jumping out of windows because they
-AL
'
Wednesday night NHL games
Detroit 4, New York Rangers 3
Toronto 3, Minnesota 1
New York Islanders 5, New Jersey 4 OT
Chicag0-3-,Quebec-I 
Winnipeg at Los Angeles (late)
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Michigan StateMarvard open final
ST. PAUL (AP) — The NCAA hockey
championships should feature three
nights of wide-open, high-flying action.
So what probably won't happen.
"Whatever you think, it'll probably go
the other way," said Harvard coach
Bill Cleary, whose club meets Michigan
State Thursday night in the first
semifinal at the St. Paul Civic Center.
"In playing Harvard, so much is said
about their offense." Michigan State
coach Ron Mason said. "But when
anybody has only three losses, a lot of
that is defense. This is probably the best
defense they've had."
And those statements came from the
1 
ry, .-•••
THIS SUMMER,
TRY A JOB THAT
CAN CHANGE
1 SOME LIVES.INCLUDING YOUR •
OWN_
Working on Mayhew Island is not . your run-of-the-mill
summer
For nine weeks staff members live and work with 10- to 13-war-
old boys from low-income, single-parent families. The boys arrive
with a history of behavioral and social problems, and many of them _
have been libeled as failures in their hometowns- Its our job to
utnvincf them that they can be successful.
A summer at Mayhew is a challenge for everyone. Boys who ,
never participated in sports are suddenly playing softball and -
basketball. They learn to swim and row and hike_ They overcome
their fear of heights and develop trust, and self-oonfickence, through
an ambitious outdoor challenge program. Its poles of a challenge
for the staff. though .the_setting - a fifty-the acre island in a 
beautiful New Hampshire lake - can't be beat.
Before you accept another routine summer job, take a minute
to consider working for Mayhew. And if you feel up to the
challenge, write us for
more information at The
Mayhew Program,
Newfound Lake. P.O.
Box 120, Bristol. NH
03222. or call us at
4603 j74-4-613
-4% 41t%40
Ait4 eraseq s
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coaches of two of the country's highest
scoring teams.
The other semifinal, Friday night's
rnatchup between the University of Min-
nesota, 33-10-3, and the University of
Maine, 31-12-0, figures to be tighter
checking. Although Minnesota is fast,
the Gophers have often had trouble scor-
ing goals this season.
Starting time for both semifinal games
is 8:35 p.m. EST. The winners will meet
Saturday at 8:05 p.m., preceded at 2 p.m.
by the consolation game.
Michigan State, 364-1. has scored 267
goals, an average of 5.93 per game. Har-
vard, 29-3-0, has 181 goals, or 5.66 per
game.
"It should be a skating game and it's
refreshing to play that type of game.
We're looking forward to it, " Clear
said. "1 really don't think any team is go-
four
ing to change what's been successful."
Cleary's top unit is "The Line of
Fire." with Lane MacDonald, Allen
Bourbeau and C.J. Young. Yet none of
them leads the Crimson in scoring; that
honor goes to Peter Ciavaglia.
"It's probably the best group of for-
wards we've had since I've been here,"
Cleary said "We've got great
balance."
Harvard has such a good crew of for- •
wards that it uses five on the power play; . • •
Bourbeau and Ted Donato at the points, •
along with Young, Ciavaglia and "
MacDonald.
Mason said hi: Spartans "have a good
power play, too."
Bobby Reynolds leads Michigan State
with 36 goals and 40 assist, followed by
• Dale
the center of the storm.
But it would be unfair to compare
this situation with some of the more
notable blunders in the past by Jim-
my, "the Greek" Synder and Al
Campants.
Those incidents _&te slurs
in the forms of opinions stated by
Synder and Campanis, whereas Lick
was simply relaying information
others had given him.
Maybe because we are a small state
school tucked away in rural New
England, we are not used to all the
controversy surrounding the activities
of some of our administration,
teachers and coaches.
(cosigned ism page 13)
But one thing is for sure. This has
rubbed many people in the communi-
ty the wrong way.
Dale Lick is not a man seeking to
?trnt. hi: *J., the r•:iiirsaTiiilairj.
Dale Lick is not a man looking for
ways to publicize the University of
Maine through brash statements.
Dale Lick is not a man wanting to
cause UMaine to have a black eye.
Let's hope that doesn't happen.
Dan Bustard' as a junior journalism
major who feels like Dale Lack can be
greatly misunderstood and that this
incident will not turn ow .10, be a good
thing for the University of Maine.
april 10--
8 p.m. 
the pit
$10 students
tickets QvGlirable at the maine center for the arts ticket booth •
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Clemens walks off mound during game
by the Associated Press ; • '
Roger Clemens walked off theinound
during Boston's Cithibition game against
.Cincinnati at Chain O'biltes Park, com-
plaining of a poor pitchiing mound.
Boston went on to win 7-5 as Mike
Greenwell drove in three runs with a dou-
ble, a single and a bases-loaded walk.
The Red Sox had 10 hits and 12 bases
on balls off six Red pitchers and left 16
runners on base
In other games. San Diego beat
California 6-5, Montreal beat Los
Angeles 13-11, Pittsburgh beat the
Chicago White Sox 54, Minnesota beat
the New York Mets 6-4, Cleveland beat
a San Runic° split squad 11-3, Toronot
beat Baboon 4-3. Philadelphia beat St.
Lot* 7-3. ea Oakland spilt squad beat
Milwaukee 3-2 and Kansas City beat
Houston 7-4.
Padres 6, Aagets. 5
Jim Abbott, who after the game was
named the Angels' fifth starter, allowed
two runs and six hits in four innings,
striking out three and walking one.
Roberto Alomar had four hits, in-
cluding an eighth-inning RBI double off
Dan Petry that snapped a 4-4 tie.
Expos 13, Dodgers 11
Tim Wallach hit a grand slam and Tim
Raines and Otis Nixon had three hits
each in Montreal's 16-hit attack.
Pirates 5, WSW Sox 4
Barry Bonds, Sid Bream and Jay Bell
homered for the Pirates. Greg Walker
homered twice for the White Sox, giv-
ing him seven hits this spring.
'777:7_ 7
Twias 6, Mets 4
Wally Backman singled in the go-
aticad ran against his former team as
Minnesota rallied for three runs in the
ninth inning.
I MIMS= 11, Geist' (ss) 3
Oddibe McDowell of the Indians had
four hits, drove in three runs and scored
four.
Blue lays 12, Tigers 3
Jesse Barfield and Bob Brenly hit two-
run homers as Ioronto got 16 hits and
tied a club record with its 19th victory
of spring training.
Militate* 3, C•iss 2
The Mariners' Mark Langston allow-
ed five hits in six shutout innings and jay
Ruhner his his fourth home run of the
spring.
Rangers 4, Orioles 3
Jim Sundberg hit a game-winning
single off Kevin Hickey with two outs in
the ninth and Reuben Sierra hit his sixth
spring-training homer as Texas won for
the 13th time in 16 games.
Mlles 7, Cardinals 3
Dickie Thon of the Phillies drove in
two runs with a double and Bruce Ruf-
fin allowed three hits over four innings-
Athletics (ss) S. Brewers 3.-"
Oaklnad snapped a 37tie in the
eighth on a run-scoring double-play
grounder and y Jones' RBI single.
Royals 7, 
rtre
4
George 
)3 
t's two-run homer in the
first off Houston's Jim Clancy and Dan-
ny l'artabull's grand slam in the fiffr
keyed Kansas City.
NCAA
 Final Four coaches seeking job security
(AP) — Final Four coaches, aware of
their own precarious job security, were
critical Wednesday of athletic directors
who succumb to pressure sod fire
coaches before theit is a chance to
succeed.
"An awful lot of coaches just as good
or a lot better than our staff have not
been given the opportunity that we've
had," said P.J. Carlesimo, whose
resignation was demanded by the stu-
dent senate and newspaper last year, just
14 months before he guided his team to
college basketball's pinnacle
"What's happening in college athleuia
is wrong. It's very alarming and it's hap-
pening because you have athletic direc-
tors who are unwilling to stand up to
alumni and boosters. At Seton Hall, we
wise lucky enough to have people who
were strong eritiagh to take some
criticism."
Carlesimo's comments, made in a na-
tionwide telephone conference call that
included Duke's Mike Krzyzewski, Il-
linois' Lou Henson and Michigan's Steve
Fisher, we aide more relevant by
Fisher's shaky position.
He took over the team two days before
the NCAA tournament began, when Bill
Frieder took the Arizona State job, and
has guided the Wolverines to the four
Summer Residence Hall
Staff Positions
Applications are now being accepted for
summer residence hall staff positions
for Summer School, Estabrook Han. and
- -
__Theliporte Clinic Program.
Applications including job descriptions
and salary information are available at
each area office and at the office
of Residential Life, Estabrook Hall.
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victories that got them to the Final Four.
Despite that, he has received no word
from Bo Schembecbler, the athletic
director and bead foothill co ack on his
stat us.
Nevertheless, the 44-year old Fisher,
who acknowledged that "I'd low to be
a hand coach bat "
Read the Sports Pages
And stay aead of the game
Another FREE movie
brought to you by: ROC
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'Alabama renews interest In
by Nancy Herndon
The Christian Science Monitor
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — It would
have been unthinkable a generation ago.
But times have changed since racial op-
pression here shocked a nation into
action.
Now, in an about-face from the past,
the Alabama Bureau of Iburism and
Tavel has organized a series of tours to
sites where black citizens made their
mark on the state and on the world.
In so doing, the state is tapping into
what appears to be a renewed Wettest na-
tionwide in black American history.
Since Inc liql,A;C-53 Of the telleiii1011
documentary "Eyes on the Prize." the
civil rights movement has been the sub-
ject of movies (the controversial
"Mississippi Burning" and the soon to
be released "The Stick Wife'), museum
exhibitions, and new scholarly research.
"It's just enough distance between
that time and now to start to explore the
civil rights movement," notes Marian
Moore, who recently helped arrange an
exhibition of civil rights artifacts at the
TNII 1-PlATUV
At Dr. records we &WI sell posters.
WE GIVE THEM AWAY! This Thurs.,
Fri. and Sat. with any sale of $5 or
more, choose from our collection 9L-
promotion posters, while they last'
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866-7674
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ack American history
National Afro-American Museum in
Wilberforce, Ohio.
After a lull in the 1970s, earlier
periods are also attracting heightened in-
terest. Both blacks and whites are avid-
ly collecting black memorabilia from the
late 11300s through the mid-1900s..
An estimated 10,000 people have
toured Alabama's black historic sites,
which include slave quarters and black
universities as well as scenes of civil
rights struggles. Some 150,000 people
have taken copies of the states free black
Heritage booklet.
The Dexter Avenue Claret.
The renewed interest is attributed in
part to curiosity about a relatively unex-
plored area of history and in part to
black identity and pride.
"Tour groups are looking for
something new. says Frances Smiley,
state coordinator of Alabama's Black
Heritage program. The tours — to 82
historic sites — were originally planned
to attract black Northerners to the state.
But Smiley believes they have attracted
as many whites as blacks.
(see ALABAMA page 17)
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•Alabama-
"SO much of what happened here
‘:hanged the history of America," she
says, noting that the marches and bus
boycotts led by Mann Luther King Jr
resulted in passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the Voting 'Rights Act
of 1965.
"People are jest curious."
"There's i generation of young blacks
who don't know very mucti about
this," notes Ed Hall, the former state
tourism director who proposed the tours
in 1983. "I felt that the time was right.
Without something likr this Black
Heritage tour, what is a 16- or 17-year-
old supposed to think about how far we
have come and where we are trying to
go?"
But both blacks and white find that
amining black history is often an emo-
tional experience, a personal coming-to-
-terms with parts of the American past
now considered tragic and shameful.
Nowhere is this clearer than in
Alabama. where kaccomPlisttiocots
are lauded in a booklet signed by former
Gov. George C. Wallace. who once per-
sonally blocked black citizens' oppor-
tunities for higher education.
"Not all whites can accept it," ad-
mits Mary Ann Neely. director of the
Landmarks Foundation of Montgomery
and a historian who helped research
black historic sites in the city. "For a
while the wounds rr rather raw. But
the city as a whole has matured."
One of the most painful of the
Alabama sites is the Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church in Birmingham. where
Ku Klux !Clansmen 'placed a bomb in
1963 that killed four black children.
"I think everybody has some difficul
sloa." pap Hall, sow director
elf the Birmingham Convention and
Visitors Bureau. "But we can't deny our
past. Tc do so is wrong."
"We're talking about human suffering
and tragedy. It's hard," says Dr.
Moore, director of Detroit's Museum of
African American History. in the
Detroit museum, she notes, many
children and some adults react emo-
tionally to an exhibit including a replica
of a slave ship.
—The psychological wound has still
not healed," she says. "We have guilt
in our country. It's inherent because of
the iniustiam. We are still coming to
grips with this as a society." 
But visitors seem to find in the Week
DOC -
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sites a kind of solace and symbol for a
better world. The blacks and whites who
quietly gathered at the Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church last September on the
25th anniversary of the bombing used
the event to dedicate a Civil Rights In-
stitute on a lot facing the church.
Sponsored by the city of 'Birmingham
to study human rights around the world,
the institute will "look at the worldwide
implications of civil rights activities that
started right here.," says Hall.
One of the most popular Of the
Alabama sites, Martin Luther King's
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in Mon-
tgomery, now contains a mural depicting
the events of Di. Kina's life and the
thumphs that came from periods of
suffering. H
"It's neither black history nor white
history," says Neely/, noting that the
two races must work together to prevent
racial oppresaion from recurring.
"In time, for a variety of reasons, peo-
ple come _to a level of appreciation."
says Paul Coates, reference librarian at
Washington, D.C.s Howard University,
which has collected Afro-American
historical documents since 1913.
By studying and understanding black
history, many bellow., the nation can
come to terms with past injustices and
move on in building a better society.
"What we're trying to do is get closer
to the truth," says Dr. Moore "nuth
heals."
readmitted frompsj 1)
Three *oases work on a quirt inside the Dewier Averse Chardi.
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Saturday April 1
6:30 and 9:00 PM, Hauck Auditorium -
.50 with UM student ID. 3.00 all others I
Sponsored by
Explore a Career in
laboratory Medidne
at Maine Medical Center's
Open House
Sunday, April 9, 1989, 1 - 5 pm
As the stases mon technoiogically advanced hospital we racy:rime your need to opiate new opportuni-
ties A degree its Chemistry. Biology, Microbiology, bornsinolov or Physics puts you in a unique position
U) enter the Reid of Laboratory Medicine
M Maine Medical Centek youl be able to work with the latest tecknob3ica4 adwridas and explore
which specialised anis ben suits you. Our Prebellor Depesmax kas sem dialed sime eilmeme
from Including:
• Hematology • Chemistry— Microbiology
• Blood Bank • Histology • Cytology • Immunology
We look forward to hafting you grow proiemionaly Maar caB (207) 871-2106 and RSVP so Mary Main
at Maine Medical Censee 22 Bambini Soen., Perthind ME 04102. An equal opportunity employee
MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
Vra.p.ewooefaih‘
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ADOPTION
ADOPTION 11 not ready kir parenthocd we
can give your baby a loving secure Maine
home (all colkst 1-789 514Q
Any interstate aclopbon must be dune in
compliance with Maine laws Title 22.
Chapter 1151
ADOPTION Maine couple would like io
adnot a baby We c.s. a lifetime ai love and
caring. Can you help us? CALL 827-7210
in compliance with Tile 22, Chaplet 1153
APARTMENTS
ORONO AVIS Now showirs3 And leasing
kit next fall Call kw appciintment
827 7231
BASEBALL
Do you think you can do better than Stein
benne Ever wanted in haw Boggs on wur
beam? Here's your chance loin a new
Rotisserie (fantasy) Baseball League. Organza-
meebrig: Tues 3/28 at 600 in fulness
or more info ar alptlik CALI
And 581 2298 Of lar-
HELP WANTED
National Marketing i am we ambIlious
mature student ki manage on-campus pilaw-
tX)nS tot top admen (swam tis nboal,_
veal Heckle hous vadi earning potential to
S2,500 Call 1-800-932-0528 x22
LOST AND FOUND
LOST- in a-ea of Lengyi Gym. Woman's
ring. Gold with' black oval, REWARD. Call.
1 Cvr 827-7627
tOST Blue Boxier with Mexican 6as sbcket
lost in Little Hall swinity if found pieaw
CAI 1 942-4815 and leave message
REWARD!
LOST: Glows. Scads, Hats, Books. Glasses
- lookais for our owners We can be FOUND
at the Inkariabsxi Center in the I. noon
Monday through Inday. 8 AM to 3 PM
IOST CTI KNIT BRACE-due, Last seen
Feb 24 m th- shelves outside Wells
It was in a blue U. Bean back pack Any
mlormabon. please call 435 Had Hall at
581-4729 No questxxis will be isked
PERSONALS
Heading kw Love the simmer (cx anytime)9
let there from Logan or IFK lot no more than
$160 with A1RHITCH as reported in
__jamas RePAL_NY row& Leis Go
- 
theadm._-Gatidliomdcaping. and nabonal
.Adwark waning shows For details. CALL
212-864-2000 or write 2901 Broad.
let 100A. NY NY 10025 AIRHTICI1
Looking lor a fraternity Roomy or student
organization that would bke to make
$500-61.000 kit a one week on-campus
marketing waled Must be organized and
hardworking Cat fill or Come at
1-800-592-212t
RIVER CUE/LS needed kit whiewaier
rafting trips in Maine For more info.
Call. 725-2255. or contact Career Center at
Wingate Hall
b Tris.h.a he
Vill4M_KLEASIff &Ike
Pi wain b emend tsar
appal:Mom b
Unanimity ci Main
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CRUISE SHIP !OBS now hiring men and
women. Summer and career opportunities
(will train) Excellent pay Otis world travel
Hawaii. Bahamas. Canbbean, Eic CALI
NOW! (206) 736-7000 Ext 3531 (Cal
refundable)
obscot Terme
NowliWing 5 betTnioat
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month.
includes heat and liOt water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
------ Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
APARTMENTS 
For fall and summer ----
efficiencies, 1-2-3-4-5 bedroom
Call: 941-9113
866-2516
1
"I look fie Seoior Challeoge
so that I could give something
ID the institution that has
ghen me a c.ha.nce for success.
The commitment I am making
will keep me actively involved
with the future of the University
of Maine, which is important
to me"
Students from Guatemala
believe in new movement
Swenarski
Pie Chrittion Science Monitor
GUATEMALA CITY — In a coun-
try like Guatemala where many people,
particularly students, have been killed
for political organizing in the past,
young people are not quick to join a
youth movement. But the nation's new
democratic govertunent has found a way
to persuade them: Allow the United Na-
tions to play the leading part.
"We Guatemalans are
distrustful," says Brenda Reyes. a
psychology graduate who receives a
small stipend as a UN volunteer. "There
has been much repression and thousands
of students have been killed. That has
branded the youth movement so that
people have reservations about joining.
But when they see that the UN. the UN
Development Program (UNDP), and the
Latin American and Caribbean Center
for Youth (CLAC.1) are involved, they
know it is not a trick. The international
sponsorship gives credit to the pre---
tional 
Na-
" 
Youth Plan, initiated_ by President
gram.
Ms. Reyes is talking about the 
Vinicio Certzo and involving skit govern-
ment ministries but managed almost en-
tirely by staff paid by UNDP. 
The Youth Plan is a response to a
societal crisis, the result of the states •
previous neglect of a majornseenrof -
Guatemalan sonietA lbw's people bet-
wren the apes allia26 male up one-
third of the pootios.
they how boes_excluded baba a
major political role and receive an
education that in many cases encourages
than to drop out of school or does not
very
prepare them for a productive role. As
a result, high schools are the scene of
constant orotests, and 63 percent of
youths-- in Guatemala City are
unemployed. -
Many youngsters are turningbidrUgs
and crime and, a went phenomenon, to
gangs called "Las Maras." These
bands of rebellious middle- and upper-
clas) youth have been accused of van-
dalizing. robbing, and raping.
With s budget of 5700.000 granted by
UNDP for a 2 and 1/2-year pilot pro-
gram (1986 to mid-89), the National
Youth Plan aims to incorporate young
people into Guatemalan development in
a number of ways: volunteer brigades,
leadership skills training, employment
opportunities, regional political con-
ferences, and informing the public on the
reality of Guatemalan youth. The rtrst
phase will culminate with the delivery of
a national youth policy proposal to the
President.
Brigades
Young people are designing alter-
rtafives to drugs and delinquency within
30 youth brigades in the capital city.
Brigade members offer_ it_mariety of
reasons for joining.
"We are doing this so that our com-
munity will learn to trust us and have
confidence in us," says Renato Alon-
so. 15, president of the bripda Zoos
Six.
"There is a time for piari.op and a time
for being Awrious," adds searotary
Brenda Perez. 16. "PLuying doesn't bring
(see STUDENTS image 19)
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•Students
us any future benefit, but organizing and
planning for the brigade does."
Seventeeti;Yeiti-Old Mario David
Rivera explains: "Some of us have had
problems with drugs and with our
families, so vie help each other out in the
brigades."
Four hundred city teens lived in small
towns throughout the countryside for 23
days last year. During the "work camp"
most slept on the floor of a cotnmunity
building. were stung relentlessly by mos-
quitoes and ate the local diet, usually
beans and corn tortillas three times a
day.
The majority of us in the capital aren't
aware of the reality of people our awn
age in rural areas," says Roberto
Estrada, 16. "We learned that they can't
study because they have to work in the
fields or in the home, and they got mar-
ried early and repeat the process. Dur-
ing those three 'maks we lived with peo-
ple who are also Guatemalan but may
he forgotten."
The work camp brigades swept streets,
planted forest tree nurseries built moun-
tain trails, taught basket-weaving,
painted signs identifying the towns, and
presented cultural events in the evenings.
Yet many were initially received with
suspicion by those who have learned not
to trust city people, especially those sent
by the government. "At first they didn't
offer to shake hands with us," re-
counts Ms. Perez. "But after they saw us
work, cleaning and painting the central
plaza, they extended their hands."
19
(continued from pop IS) I
Wenterrs
Some 750 Guatemalan young people
have put in at least 26 hours of volunteer
service to earn a plain anbroidered shirt,
worn proudly as a kind of uniform. And
thousands more have contributed time
to activities sponsored by the National
Youth Plan.
Ecology-minded youths are in charge
of recycling plastic, metal, and glass in
10 outlets in Guatemala City; others
have planted 16,000 eucalyptus trees in
what is now called "Youth Forest."
. Teen age girls, who attend a special
high school focusing on home
economics, visit six neighborhoods every
Saturday to teach local mothers skills
such as food preparation, nutrition,
vegetable gardening, and pinatamaking.
These activities do not cost much yet
produce material and personal satisfac-
tion for many. The Youth Plan staff
inembers simply provide encouragement,
a place to meet, and sometimes loan a
vehaele.
Constructive use of free time.
So that youths arc less tempted to fill
time with drugs and Voublemakingiass
Free Time protium, run by young
volunteers. sponsors sports and cultural
events. "Run and Beat Drugs," a
10-kilometer race. attracted 600 young
runners last July. It was an opportunity
to promote athletics. and also to
distribute leaflets about alcohol, drugs,
abortion, prostitution, and AIDS.
!MINIMAL LET
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FOR PALL 198.
Room sign-up for students returning
to the residence halls for Fall 1989 will
begin April 3. All available space after
this process is completed will be allot-
ted for new students. Readmitted
students; students from off-campus and
current residents who fail -to sign-up
during the process will be placed on
a waiting list pending available space.
For oilitioati Worm,'" onto&
Rosidadiol lib of 4584
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Young Guatemalans at work biddies a perk la Gualemals City.
APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
The University of Maine Ontitanding Achievement
Award is presented to up to twelve student. either
undergraduate or graduate. for owstanding achieve-
ment in non-academic endeavors. These awards will
be presented to students who will be receiving
degrees in May. 1989, or August, 1989.
1. Community Service - public service in a broad
sense, either on or off campus.
2. Campus Citizenship - student government
organizational leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletic Achievement
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts,
language arts, theatre arts.
Deadline: NOON, Wednesday. April 12, 1989.
Application forms can be picked up and returned
together with a letter of nomination or endorse-
ment to the Center for Student Services, Att. Mr.
Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice President and Dean
of Student Services, Second Floor, Memorial Union
(telephone -1406)
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